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Abstract. Graph manipulations are formalized as graph derivations within the framework of graph 
grammar theory. In this paper we generalize recently published ‘Church-Rosser’ and ‘Parallelism’ 
Theorems for graph derivations. Given a ‘sequential independent’ sequence of graph derivations 
G + H + X the Parallelism Theorem states that there is also a sequential independent sequence 
via the same productions applied in reverse order, and a direct derivation G +.Y via the 
corresponding parallel production. 
In our ‘Concurrency Theorem’, the main result of this paper, the assumption of sequential 
independence is dropped. For each sequence of productions together with dependence relations 
(allowing later rules to depend on the effects of earlier productions), we construct a single 
‘concurrent production’. The Concurrency Theorem states that each graph derivation sequence via 
the given sequence 01 productions, which respects all the dependence relations, can be performed 
in a single direct derivation via the ‘concurrent production’. Moreover this assignment becomes a 
bijective correspondence. 
This Concurrency Theorem is formulated and proved in the framework of the algebraic theory of 
graph grammars using new pushout and pullback lemmas for the 3- and 4- dimensional cubes. As 
corollaries we obtain the Parallelism Theorem and a theorem reducing the strong to the weak 
Church-Rosser-property of graph derivations. Applications of these results to various fields in 
computer science especially to data-base systems, are sketched in the introduction. 
1. Introduction 
Graphs and manipulations of graphs are important in many areas of computer 
science and in theoretical biology. Graphs or similar structures may appear explicitly 
(e.g. in the application to data flow analysis [14] or implicitly (e.g. as the pointers or 
access paths in a data base). The diversity of potential applications is illustrated by a 
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recent workshop [2]. Consequently there have been a number of different 
approaches in the literature for about ten years to formalize the riotion of graph 
manipulations imilar to that of string manipulations in the well-known theory of 
Chomsky grammars. There are, however, many different ways how to generalize 
string productions and derivations to graphs. In this paper we use the algebraic 
approach, defined in [3, 203, which provides enough technical machinery to give 
mathematically precise proofs of results on graph derivations involving much more 
complex structures than in the string case. For a tutorial introduction to the algebraic 
approach, and a survey by M. Nag1 of several other approaches including an 
extensive bibliography we refer to [2]. 
In this paper we study the problem of transforming a graph derivation sequence 
G + H +X via productions p and p’ such that p and p’ can be applied ‘in parallel’ 
(or ‘concurrently’), leading to a direct derivation G +X via a single ‘parallel’ (or 
‘concurrent’) production constructed from p and p’. In the string case with type-0 
Chomsky productions p : u + v and p’ : u’ + v’ and a derivation sequence x + y at 
via p and p’ the distinction between ‘parallel’ and ‘concurrent’ corresponds to the 
distinction whether v and u’ are disjoint or overlapping in y. 
In the disjoint case we can reverse the order of applications of p and p’ leading to a 
sequence x * y’ + z via p’ and p. Moreover, p and p’ could be applied in parallel but 
there is no formal type-0 production p + p’ in the general string case to obtain a direct 
derivation x * z via p +p’. A similar situation, however, is given in the derivation 
tree for conteAt-iree derivations. For graphs the disjoint string case corresponds 
more or less to sequential independence of graph derivations. There are, however, 
two important differences in the graph case and the corresponding result is called 
‘Parallelism Theorem’, Instead of disjointness the right-hand side of the first and the 
left-hand side of the second graph production are allowed to overlap in ‘common 
gluing items’ which generalizes disjointness. On the other hand there is a formal 
‘parallel production’ in the graph case which allows application of p and p’ in parallel. 
Now let us consider again the string case where v and u’ are overlapping in y. For 
example p : a + bed and p' : cde +fg can be applied sequentially to the string ‘haek’ 
leading to ‘hbfgk’ where ‘bed’ and ‘cde’ are overlapping in ‘hbcdek’. In this example 
we can construct he ‘concurrent production’ p * p’ : ae + bfg leading in one step 
from ‘haek’ to ‘hbfgk’. But obviously p and p’ cannot be applied in reverse order. 
Although p and p’ are not applied in parallel in the sense that both can be applied 
independently to ‘haek’ the production p * p’ allows concurrency of p and p’. Vice 
versa each application of p * p’ can be decomposed in a sequence where first p and 
then p’ is applied such that both are overlapping iii the string r = cd. We say that p and 
p’ are r-related in this case. Actually there is a bijective correspondence between 
r-related derivation sequences via p and p’ and direct derivations via the concurrent 
production p * p’. 
Although the situation in the general graph case is much more complicated the 
main idea of this result remains true. It will be cited below as ‘Concurrency Theorem’ 
and, unlike the string case, it strictly generalizes the Parallelism Theorem. 
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The result itself in the graph case and especially the proof seem to be far away from 
being dwbus. A similar problem, for examplie, was studied by Vere in [23] for 
relational production systems. The intention of his composition theorem cor- 
responds exactly to Corollary 3.1 of our concurrency theorem. He needs, however, a 
precondition for the productions p and p’ which corresponds more or less to parallel 
independence of p and p’ for all possible applications. Hence, his composition 
theorem roughly corresponds to our parallelism theorem. Moreover, it is shown in 
[23] that without a spongelike component, called ‘margin’, in the left-hand side of a 
production, composition of two arbitrary relational productions is in general 
impossible. Although this margin feature may be useful for some examples a 
corresponding feature is not necessary for our theorems. 
Let us illustrate our concurrency theorem by a simple example. Consider the 
productions p = BESTELLEN and p’ = KATALOGISIEREN given in Fig. 1 which 
are part of a small library system studied in [6]. More precisely p and p’ are 
production rules where the node colors have to be recolored by actual parameters. 
To order a book means to apply the production rule p with suitable actual parameters 
to the current state of the library system which is represented as a graph. Applying 
the production rule p’ with the same actual parameter for BEST-NR as before and 
suitable KAT-NR means to register the book ordered before while BEST-NR is 
cancelled. 
Applying both one after the other to a state graph 6 we obtain a derivation 
sequence G + Ha X via (p, p’), where p and p’ are overlapping in a graph R which 
(in our case) is the left-hand side of BESTELLEN. Hence, first ordering and then 
registering with the same BEST-NR (which implies same AUTORENNAME, 
TITEL, and VERLAGSNAME by definition of the state graph of the library system) 
corresponds to an R-related sequence of productions p and p’. 
Fig. 1. Pmduction for ordering and registering t book. 
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Although we cannot apply p and p’ in parallel there is a possibility to handle both 
productions concurrently with the same effect like sequential application: The 
production NEUKATALOGISIEREN in Fig. 2 is the ‘R-concurrent production’ of 
BESTELLEN and KATALOGISIEREN using the graph R defined above. 
0 B 1 
0 K 3 
Fig. 2. Concurrent Production NEUKATALOGISIEREN. 
Roughly speaking, the left-hand side of the R-concurrent production consists of 
the left-hand side of p and the non-R-related parts of the left-hand side of p’, which 
is the node colored K in our example. 
Dually for the right-hand side which in our example coincides with the right-hand 
side of p’ because all items of the right-hand side of p are R-related. The concurrency 
theorem applied to this example states that first BESTELLEN and then 
KATALOGISIEREN of the same book has essentially the same effect as applying 
NEUKATALOGISIEREN to an arbitrary state graph of the library. In general the 
R-concurrent production is not a disjoint union of parts of p and p’ but a particular 
gluing construction where also parts of p and p’ may be identified. A more 
complicated example will be given in Section 3. 
In Section 2 we review the basic definitions of the algebraic theory of graph 
grammars: Graphs, graph morphisms, graph productions and derivations. (For 
technical reasons only the special case of fast and color preserving productions is 
considered in this paper. See Section 6 for further development.) Graph derivations 
are defined by two gluing constructions of graphs which are pushouts in the category 
of graphs. Only a few concepts of category theory are used and carefully introduced 
in this paper as far as necessary. For more detail we refer to [13] or [l]. 
Moreover, we introduce the notions of parallel and sequential independence of 
graph derivations which are used in the Parallelism Theorem. The Parallelism 
Theorem presented in [4,17] is an extended version of the Church-Rosser-Theorem 
for graph derivations given iirt [9]. In this paper it is stated without separate proof 
because it turns out to be a special case of our Concurrency Theorem which is 
presented in Section 3. The proof of the Concurrency Theorem and several corol- 
laries are given in Section 5. Technically the main idea of the proof is to apply a 
3cube and a 4-cube pushout lemma for graphs respectively. The lemmas are stated 
and proved in Section 4. These proofs are based on results in [S]. 
Four corollaries of the Concurrency Theorem are given in Section 3 which are 
interesting for a number of applications: First of all tiic the0rc.m can be extended to 
the case of R-related derivation sequences of length ,z. As indicated by our simple 
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example above this is most interesting for the computation of transactions in data 
base systems as considered in [16] for example. Transactions can be considered as 
R-related sequences of actions where each action corresponds to a graph produc- 
tion. The Concurrency Theorem allows to compute transactions in a single step. 
Another corollary states that the strong Church-Rosser property for graph deriva- 
tions can be reduced to the weak Church-Rosser property (given G + G1 and 
G + G2 there is a GJ and sequences Gr +* G3 and GZ +* G3) provided that the 
class of productions is closed with respect o &concurrent productions. This is most 
interesting for problems in operational semantics and in the mathematical theory of 
record handling for example (see [lo]). 
For further applications to data base systems, evaluation of recursively defined 
functions and control flow for optimizing compilers we refer to [6,9,15,14,18]. 
Finally a summary of this paper and further developmeat are given in Section 6. 
2. Graph productions, derivations and parallelism theorem 
In this section we review the basic concepts of the algebraic theory of graph 
grammars as introduced in [3]. Especially we will consider paralle: and sequential 
independence of graph derivation sequences. The Parallelism Theorem relating 
independent sequences and parallel derivations will be stated without proof in this 
section because it becomes a special case of our Concurrency Theorem in the next 
section. 
Let US start with the basic definitions of graphs and graph morphisms in algebraic 
notation. As suggested in [S] and justified in [2”r] graphs are allowed to have parallel 
arcs with same color. 
Definition 2.1. (1) Let C = (CA, CN) be a pair of sets, called pair of color alphabets 
for arcs and nodes respectively, which will be fixed in the following. 
(2) A (colored) graph G = (GA, GN, s, t, mA, mN) consists of sets GA, GN, called set 
of arcs and nodes respectively, and mappings : GA + GN, t : GA + GN, called source 
resp. target map, mA: GA+ CA, mN : GN + CN, called arc resp. node coloring map, 
these data can be summarized in the diagram 
If we don’t want to distinguish between arcs and nodes we use the notation item and 
x E G means x E GA or x E GN. A graph G is called discrete if GA is empty. Graph G’ 
is called subgraph of G if Ga c GA, Gh e GN and all the mappings ’, r’, m ‘A and m k~ 
are restrictions of the corresponding ones from G. 
(3) Given two graphs G and G’ a graph morphism f : G + G’ is a pair of maps 
f = (f,\: GA+ Gi, fN : GN-, Gk) such that fN s = s’fj!., fN t = t!fA, mXfA = mA, and 
rnhfN = mN, i.e. the following diagram commutes for source and target mappingS 
separately: 
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t "N Gp 
Gh 
NdN 
Instead of writing f : G + G’ we often write G -) G’ or J A graph morphism [ = (fn, 
fN) is called injective resp. surjective if both fA and fN are injective resp. surjective 
mappings. If f : G + G’ is injective and surjective it is called an isomorphism, and 
there is also an inverse isomorphism f’ : G ’ + G. The composition f'f : G + G” of two 
graph morphisms j’= ( fAt fN) :G + G’ and f’ : (fk, fh) : G’ -) G” is defined by f’f = 
(fLf,+, fkfN). The disjoint union of graph morphisms f : G + G’ and g : H -+ H’ is the 
graph morphism f + g : G + H + G’ + H’ defined by (f + g) = ( fA+ gA, fN + gN), 
where also the disjoint union of graphs G + H is defined as disjoint union in both 
components. 
In order to define graph derivations we first have to introduce a gluing construction 
for graphs, called pushout in categorical terminology, which is the basic concept in 
the algebraic theory of graph grammars. 
Definition 2.2 (Gluing construction, pushout and pullback). Given graph morphism 
K + B and K -, D a graph G together with twtt3 graph morphisms B -+ G and D + G 
is called gluing of B and D along K or pushout of K + I3 and K + D if we have 
(1) (Commutativity): K+B+(:=K+D+G,and 
(2) (Uniuersal property)* for all graphs G’ and graph morphisms B + G’ and 
D + G’ satisfying K + B + G’ = K + D-, G’ there is a unique graph morphism 
G + G’ such that 
B+G+G’=B+G’ and D+G+G’=D+G’. 
The situation can be illustrated by the following diagram: 
Also the diagram (PO) above is referred to as pushout if it satisfies the commutativity 
and universal property in (1) and (2). 
Interpretatiora. The commutativity means that the items of B and D coming from the 
‘interface’ graph K are identified in G. On the other hand we ‘want o make sure that 
no other items (af B and D are glued together and that G does not contain other items 
which are not coming from B or D. These both requirements are expressed by the 
universal property of G, where G is compared with any other G’ satisfying a similar 
commutativity as 6~ 
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Reversing all arrows in the pushout definition above we obtain the dual concept, 
called pullback, short PB. Hence a pullback of graph morphisms B + K and D + K is 
a graph G and graph morphisms G + B and G + D such that G + B + K = G + D + 
K and a universal property, dual to pushout property above, is satisfied. 
Remark. The graphs G in the pushout and pullback definition above are uniquely 
determined up to isomorphism by their commutativities and universal properties. 
There are, of course, also explicit set theoretical descriptions of G and the corre- 
sponding graph morphisms. Actually the arcs GA and the nodes GN can be 
constructed separately by pushing out (resp. pulling back) in the category SETS of 
sets and functions. Using corresponding universal properties in the category SETS 
there are unique source and target and coloring maps such that G becomes a PO 
(resp. PB) in the category C-GRAPHS of colored graphs and graph morphisms. The 
SETS-PO GA is obtained as quotient of the disjoint union BA+ DA with respect to 
the congruence generated by all pairs (bA(x), d*(x)) with x in K,+ The SETS-PB GA 
is the subset of the Cartesian product of BA x DA consisting of all pairs (JC, y) with 
b*(x) = dA(x). See [3, Section 91 for more details of the set theoretical constructions, 
which are not used in the present paper. We will only use the universal properties and 
(for the proofs in Section 4) some additional properties stated in the PO-Charac- 
terization and the PO-PB-Lemma. 
Now we are able to define graph productions and derivations. Then we wiI1 give an 
example which also illustrates the gluing construction. 
Definition 2.3 (Productions, direct derrvations). (1) A graph production p is a pair of 
graph morphisms p = (B1 *K + Bz), where the graphs Ba, BE and K are called Zeft 
side, right side and interface of 9 respectively. The production p is called fast, if 
K -) B1 and K + Bz are injective. 
(2) Given a production p = (B1 + K .>A B2) and a graph D, called context, together 
with a graph morphism K -) D a dire;:t derivation consists of the following two 
pushouts (PO)1 and (PO)z: 
B-K-B 




We write then G jp H and we also say that B1 + G (resp. 182 +H) is the occurrence of 
p in G (resp. H). G + H is also called a direct derivation via p based on Bl+ G. 
(3) A derivation G +* H means G = H or a sequence of direct derivations 
Interpretation. The interface graph K of a production p consists of the gluing items 
which are mapped by K + Bi to Bi for i = 1,2. With respect o the generative power it 
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suflicies to consider only discrete interface graphs K but concerning independence of 
derivations it is useful to include as many arcs in K as possible. In the direct 
derivation G +., H given by the pushouts (PO)1 and (PO)2 the production p and the 
context graph D are defining G (resp. H) as gluing of & (resp. &) and D along K. In 
other words we obtain H from G by deleting B1 and adding & (in both cases without 
gluing items). Actually the gluing items are included in the context graph D which is 
the intermediate result deleting only B1 from G. 
Remark. Generating a direct derivation in general a prc;krtion p, and graph G and 
the occurrence B1 + G will be given but not the context graph D. In this case D must 
be constructed in a first step, called ‘gluing analysis’ or ‘pushout complement 
construction’, such that we obtain the p&out (PO)l. In the second step H is 
constructed as pushout object in (PO)2 of the graph morphisms K + D and K + &. 
Note, that for injective K +B1 and arbitrary B1 + G there is a unique pushout 
complement in step 1 iff the following gluing condition is satisfied: 
All boundary items of b1 : B1 + G are gluing items in &, where the boundary items 
are those nodes in B1 such that bl(x) is source or target of an arc in G + br(B1), and all 
those i%tis y and z in & which are identified in G. 
Example 2.1. The following two examples will also illustrate the construction of 
R-concurrent productions in Section 3. This should explain the special indices we 
will use. The top row in Fig. 3 shows a fast production p. = (B1 + Ko+ BzO), where 
B1 
f 








I 0 1 
* CiiPo a 2 3 
1 
Fig. 3. Direct derivation G =$ HO via pOs 
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corresponding luing items have same numbers. Applying p. to the graph G with 
(non injective) occurrence B1 + G we obtain in the first step the context graph Do 
which is the subgraph of G, where all nongluing items of B1 (in our case two arcs) are 
deleted. Restricting B1 + G to Ko we obtain Ko + Do such that G becomes the gluing 
of Bi and Do along K. In the second step Ho is defined as gluing of B20 and Do along 
Ko. I-Ience, We have obtained two pushouts in Fig. 3 defining a direct derivation 
G _ Ho via po. 
In a similar way we obtain a direct derivation 
production ~b in the tow row of Fig. 4 to Ho. 
Bio 





fl 2 f b 
2 
Ho * X0 via pt, applying the fast 
B; 
f 
A 9 f 2 = 
xO 
Fig. 4. Direct derivation Ho j X0 via p:. 
Now we have obtained a derivation sequence G + Ho --S, Xc via p. and p& The 
‘intersection’ of BzO and Bio in Ho consists of the nodes numbered 1 and 2 which are 
gluing items with respect to both productions. That hicans that the sequence 
Go + Ho =+ X0 via (~0, pb) is ‘sequential independent’ in the sense of Definition 2.4 
below. According to the Parallelism Theorem we are able to apply also the parallel 
production 
po+pI = (B1 -t&o +Ko+K; +&o+&) 
to G In Fig. 3 leading in one direct derivation step G =+ X0 via p. + p{j from G to X0 
in Fig. 4. Vice versa G * X0 via p. +ph can be decomposed in two ways in 
sequentially independent sequences: First, of course, the given sequence 
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G + & 3 X0 via ( po, pb) but also in a sequence G + H,b 3x0 via (PI’, po), where 
first p:, is applied to G and then p. to the result HII of the first derivation. 
Definition 2.4 (Independence, parallel production and derivation). (2) Given two 
fast productions 
61 
p=(Ba-I&--+ ” Bz) and p’=(Bi ’ bi ‘bK -43;) 
a derivation sequence G + H + X via (p, p’) given by the pushouts 
G f-----DD--------------$ H - D'-------_j X 
is squential independent if the intersection of Bz. and Bi (which are the occurrences 
of p and p’ in H) consists of common gluing items. That means precisely 
M2) n g’(& ) E h(b2UW n g’(b; UC)), 
where the inclusion can also be replaced by equality (because the other inclusion is 
trivially satisfied). 





is called parallel production of p and p’. 
(3) A direct derivation G + X via p +p’ will also be called parallel derivation. 
Remark. Dually there is also a notion of parallel independence of derivations G + H 
via p and G + H’ via p’ (see [3, Section 4.11) which, however, is not used in the 
following. 
As motivated by Example 2.1 parallel derivations and independent sequences are 
closely related. The relationship is given in the following Parallelism Theorem: 
ParslDelism Theorem. 
(1) ANALYSIS: Given a paralkl derivation 
G+Xviap+p’ 
there is a canonical analysis into two sequentially independent sequences 
G=+H*Xvia (p,p’) and G+H’+Xvia (p’,p). 
(2) SYNIIIESIS: Giz/en a sequentially independent sequence 
G+H+Xvia (p,p’) 
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there is a canonical synthesis leading to one parallel derivation 
G +Xviap+p’. 
(3) The operations ANALYSIS and SYNTHESIS are inverse of each other in the 
following sense : Given p, p’ and p + pt there is a bijective correspondence between 
sequentially indepePtdent sequences G * H + X via (p, p’) and parallel derivations 
G*Xviap+p’. 
An explicit proof for this theorem is given in [4,17] extending the Church-Rosser 
Theorem for graph derivations in [9]. We only have to prove the Concurrency 
Theorem stated in the next section because Corollary 3.4 will show that the 
Parallelism Theorem is a special case of the Concurrency Theorem. 
3. Concument productions, derivations and concurrency theorem 
In this section we consider again derivation sequences G + H --_*, X via (p, p’) but 
the assumption of sequential independence is dropped. This leads to the notion of ;d 
relation R for a pair of fast productions, R-related derivation sequences, and the 
construction of R-concurrent productions and derivations. The connection between 
&related sequences and R-concurrent derivations is established in the Concurrency 
Theorem which will be stated together with a number of corollaries. The proofs are 
delay i=d for Section 5. 
Ler us start with an example which is closely related to that in Example 2.1, where, 
however, we no longer have sequential independence. 
Example 3.1. The diagram in Fig. 5 shows a direct derivation of graphs G + H via p 
and $I + X via p’ in Fig. 6. 
B1 K 
9 ! 
f L!!!!d ’ 2: b 
D 
B2 
Fig. 5. Direct derivation G 3 H via p 
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1 El "2 f 
h’ 1 





Fig. 6. Direct derivation H +X via p’. 
The derivation sequence G a H + X via ( p, p’), however, is not sequentially 
independent because the intersection of the occurrences BZ + H and Bi + H in H 
contains two arcs which are not gluing items. The pullback (see Definition 2.2) of 
these morphisms defines a relation R for the pair of productions ( p, p’) given in Fig. 7 
such that the derivation sequence is R-related. The 
below. 
general definition will be given 
fl 




A a = 4 2 
I 
*i 
Fig. 7. A relation R for the pair (p, p’) in Fig, 5 and 6. 
Definition 3.1. (1) A relation R for a pair of fast productions (p, p’) is a pair 
B2 + R + Bi such that in the following diagrams there are PO-complements 
respectively. Note, that p and p’ are given in the bottom row and LI and L2 are 
constructed as PB respectively. 
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The PO-complements are pairs of morphisms such that the following squares 
become PO 
*io------+ 5 BZ --20 
(2) Given a relation R for (p, p’) a derivation sequence G + H + X via ( p, p’) is 
called R-related if in the following diagram (1) commutes and if there are morphisms 
Bzo+ iD’ and B;o + D making (2) and (3) commutative, where D and D’ are the 
context graphs of G + H and H 3 X respectively: 
Remark. Squares (2) and (3) automatically become PB’s as shown in the proof of the 
Concurrency Theorem, Step 1 (see Section 5). 
Interpretation. The relation R relates items of B ‘1 and B2 which have to be identified 
in each R-related derivation sequence G + H + X via (p, p’). The existence of the 
PO-complements B _ io and B20 makes sure that there is at least one such R-related 
sequence, where H Ss the pushout of the given rel.ation. The existence of these 
PC-complements can be shown to be equivalent to the following slightly more 
intuitive conditions: 
The (R + &)-images of the boundary items of R + Bi are gluing items in & and 
dually the (R + Bi )-images of the boundary items of R + & are gluing items in Bi. 
In several cases, however, it is not necessary to check these conditions because they 
are satisfied if the relation is constructed as a pullback in a given derivation sequence 
(see Lemma 3.1). This was done in Example 3.1, where the boundary items of 
R + & are the nodes 2, 3 and 4 and those of R + Bi are the nodes 3 and 
4. The PO-complements & and BiO are the graphs given in the productions of 
Example 2.1. 
Commutativity of diagram (1) in Definition 3.1 (2) means that at least the 
R -related items are glued together in H. The existence of BzO + D’ and BOO + D can 
be shown to be equivalent o the fact that at most R-related items or - as allowed in 
the independent case - common gluing points of & and Bi are glued together in H. 
In Example 3.1 exactly the R-related items are glued together in H due to the fact 
that we have constructed R as pullback of h and h’. But in order to get the bijective 
correspondence in our Concurrency Theorem we also must allow diagrams (I), 
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which are not pullbacks, and where in addition to 
gluing points of R-_ and & are glued together in H. 
R-related items also common 
Lemma 3.1 (Canonical relations). Given a derivation sequence G =& H P’ X with 
fast productions p, p’ the pullback B2 f- R + B ‘1 of Bz + H + B ‘1 is a relation for the pair 
( p, p’), called canonical relation, such that the given sequence is R-related. 
_ The proof of Lemma 3.1 is given in Section 5. 
Next we will define the R-concurrent production B? + K* + Bg of p and p’ with 
relation R, where - roughly speaking - BT consists of B1 and the non-R-related 
parts of Bi and similar B,” of B$ and the non-R-related parts of B2. 
Definition 3.2. Given a relation R for the pair (p, p’) of fast productions 
(Definition 3.1) the R-concurrent production p *R p’ = (BT *K* -) B$), short p*, 
is given by the following construction, and a direct derivation via p* is called 
R-co.?xxmm t derivation : 
Step 1: In the double 3-cube of Fig. 8, where front and bottom squares are given 
by Definition 3.1 let KO, L and KI, be constructed as pullbacks in the left, middle and 
right side respectively. Using the PB-properties of KO and K& there are unique 
morphisms L -) KO and L-*Kh such that both top squares and back squares 
commute. 
Fig. 8. Construction of R-concurrent productions (part 1). 
Step 2: In the double 3-cube of Fig. 9 we have already commutativity of the top 
and back squares by Step 1 when Ll+ B1 and Ko+ B1 are defined to be L1 + K + B1 
and & + K + B1 respectively, and similarly L2 + Bi = Lz + K’ + B; and K& + B; = 





Fig. 9. Construction of R-concurrent productions (part 2). 
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side respectively. There are unique AK* 3 B$ and K * * B f making 
bottom squares commute. 
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the front and 
Interpretation. B iO and BzO are the non-R-related parts of B; and Bz toge.ther with 
the common gluing points L1 (of K and R) and L2 (of K’ and R). Now &, L and K:j 
are the intersections of K with &or L1 with &, and K’ with I& respectively. Hence 
BT consists of B1 together with the non-R--related part of Bi with inte.rface LI, 
dually for B$, and K* is the gluing of the subgraphs & and Kb of K and K’. This will 
be illustrated in Example 3.2. 
Remarks. (1) The R-cowurrent production p *R p’ is fast (see Lemma 5.1). 
(2) The R-concurrent production p* is the gluing of the productions p. and p& in 
Example 2.1, where the derivation sequence G * MO *X0 is sequentially 
independent. Hence we have a direct derivation G 3 X0 via po +pb applying the 
Parallelism Theorem. Unfortunately X0 is not isomorphic to X in Fig. 6 so that 
po+pb cannot be used as concurrent production. But p* becomes a quotient of 
po+p& in accordance with the fact that X is a quotient of X0. 
Example 3.2. The R-concurrent production JI* = p *R p’ from Example 3.1 is given 
by the top row of Fig. 10. Actually B;" is the gluing of Bt in Fig. 5 and Bio in Fig. 4 
along L1 (equal to K in Fig. 5), where the nodes 2 and 3 oiBl are identified in BT. 
Dually Bz is the gluing of Bb in Fig. 6 and B20 in Fig. 3 along L2 (equal to the discrete 
graph consisting of the nodes of I?), where the nodes 2 and 3 of I320 are identified. 
Hence Bz is obtained from B2 by adding a pair of parallel arcs. 
Fig. 10 represents the R-concurrent derivation G _ X via p* which is obtained 
from the R-related sequence in FiE 5 and 6 by application of the synthesis tep in the 
following theorem. 
Fig. 10. R-concurrent derivation G+Xviap*. 
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Concurrency Theorem. Let R be a relation for a pair of fast productions (p, p’) and 
p* = p *lp p’ the corresponding R-concurrent production (see Definition 3.2). Then we 
have : 
(1) SYNTHESIS: Given an R-related sequence 
(i) G+H+Xvia (p,p’) 
there is a canonical synthesis leading to a direct derivation 
(ii) G +X via p*. 
(2) ANALYSIS: Given a direct derivation as in (ii) there is a canonical analysis 
into an R-related sequence as given in (i). 
(3) The operations ANALYSIS and SYNTFIESIS are inverse of each other in the 
following sense : There is a bijective c orrespondence between R-related sequences 
G + H + X via ( p, p’) and R-concurrent derivations G + X via p”. 
Proof. See Section 5. 
Before we start the technical sections preparing for and containing the proof of 
the Concurrency Theorem let us state some corollaries and sketch some of the 
applications. 
The following corollary of the Concurrency Theorem avoids the use of relations 
and R-related sequences but the statement is weaker. This version was originally 
intended in [lo] to reduce derivation sequences via a given class of productions to a 
direct derivation. Moreover, it corresponds directly to the definition of composition 
of productions in [23, Section 4.21. The composition result for relational productions_ 
in [23], however, needs additional assumptions which are avoided in our framework. 
Corollary 3.1. For all fast productions p and p’ there is a se; of productions Q such that 
for all graphs G and X there is a derivation sequence G 3’ X via ( p, p’) iff there is a 
direct derivation G 3 X via q for some q in Q. 
Proof. Take Q to be the set 
Q = {p *R p’ 1 R is a rdatiOn for (p, p’j] 
and apply the Concurrency Theorem. 
Now we want to generalize the Concurrency Theorem to the case of R-related 
sequences of productions of length n 2 3. Considering this for the case n = 3 first, 
such a sequence is not only a pair (RI, R2), where R1 is a relation for (~1, ~2) and RZ a 
relation (~2, ~3). This would not allow to express dependencies between p1 and p3- 
We include this possibility if R2 is a relation for (p*, p3), where p* is the RI- 
concurrent production of ( pl, p2). 
.3. A relation R for a sequence of fast pro ctions (~1,. . . , p,) of length 
n 2 2 is a sequence of relations (R,, . . . , R&, where is a relation for (p”, pi+ 1) in 
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the sense of Definition 3.1, PT =pl and pT+r =pF *Ripi+ is the &concurrent 
production of pr and p i+l in the sense of Definition 3.2 for r’ .= 1, . . . , n - 1. The 
production p* = pz is an R-concurrentproduction of degree n anti each derivation via 
p* is an R-concurrent derivation. A sequence Go + Gl+ 8 * 9 * G, via (pl, l . . :, p,) 
is R-related if for each i = 1,. . . , n - 1 the sequence Go + Gi + Gi+l via (p”, pi+l) is 
Riorelated in the sense of Definition 3.1. 
Corollary 3.2. Given a relation R for a sequence (~1, . . . , p,) of p2 2 2 fast produc- 
tions and the corresponding R-concurrent production p* of degree n. Then there is a 
bijective correspondence between R-related sequences Go =+ 8 e a + G, via ( pl, . . . , 
p,, ) and R-concurreut derivations Go + G, via p”. 
Proof. For the case n = 2 this is part 3 of the Concurrency Theorem which can also 
be used for the induction step. 
A typical application of this iterated version of the Concurrency Theorem is the 
notion of transactions in database systems (see [16]). Usually a transaction is only a 
sequence of actions where each action corresponds to a production. But it should be 
an R-related sequence of actions to express the dependencies between all the 
actions. Using Corollary 3.2 it is possible to compute the R-concurrent production 
p* for each transaction in advance (see Fig. 1 and 2 in the introduction) such that for 
each application only a single derivation step has to be performed. 
The next corollary is useful with respect o Church-Rosser properties (short CR 
properties) of graph derivations which are used in operational semantics of pro- 
gramming languages. (See [18] for a graph representation of LISP-rules.) 
We say that a set P of graph productions has the CR property if for all derivations 
p : G + H and p’ : G + H’ with p, p’ in P* (i.e. a derivation sequence with produc- 
tions in P) :here is an X and derivations q : H+ X and q’ : H’ 1 X with q, q’ in P*. 
We say that we have the weak (resp. strong) CR property if we have p, p’ in P and 4: q’ 
in P* (resp. p, p’ in P and q, q’ in P v {identity}). 
Corollary 3.3. Given a set P of fast productions such that for each relation R for a pair 
( p, p’) in P x P the R-concurrent production p *u p’ also belongs to P, then the weak CR 
property implies the strong CR property and hence also the CR property for the set P. 
Proof. It suffices to show that derivations G *X with q in P” can be reduced to 
direct derivations (2: a X with p* in P. 
Each derivation q : G +X with q E P” and n 2 2 corresponds to a sequence 
G +* X of length n via productions in P. Using Corollary 3.2 there is also a direct 
derivation G *X via the corresponding R-concurrent production p*, where the 
sequence of relations R is constructed by application of Lemma 3.1 in each step. 
Using the closure proper!:! of P p* is also in P. 
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Finally we will rhow that the Parallelism Theorem is a special case of the 
Concurrency Theorem. Applications of the Parallelism Theorem to a small data base 
system are used in [6] to study synchronization problems in multi-user environment. 
Corollary 3.4. Taking R = 0 in the Concurrency Theorem we obtain the Parallelism 
Theorem. 
Proof. R = fl implies Lt = L2 = L = 0 and Bio = B\, Bzo = Bz. A (a-relation is a pair 
of er_pty graph morphisms & t- 0 + B i. (a-related means the existence of Bz + D’ and 
B;+D such that B+D’+H=B+H and B’1*D+H=B’1+H. But these 
conditions are equivalent o sequential independence of G + H + X (see dual of [3, 
Leinnla 4.31). 
It remains to show that the 0-concurrent production p* is equal to the parallel 
production p * p’ given in Definition 2.4. (Note, that the parallel production is 
symmetric in p and p’ such that the analysis-step yields sequential independent 
sequences G+H+X via (p,p’) and G+H’=+X via (p’,p).) For R=Q) we 
have in Definition 3.2 & = K, Kb = K’ and the pushouts for BT, K* and Bz 
become disjoint unions. Bf =BI+Bi, K*=K+K’ and Bf=BZ+B$. More- 
over, the unique morphisms K* -9 BF for i = 1,2 are exactly the disjoint unions of 
K + Bi and K’ + Bi such that p * becomes the parallel production p +p’ = 
(BI + Bi + K + K’ + B2 + B$). Finally 0-related corresponds to independence (see 
interpretation aftt r Definition 3.1). 
4. 3-Cube and 4-Cube PO-Lemmas 
In this section 4 technical pushout (FQ) and pullback (PB) lemmas for the 3-cube 
and 4-cube are presented which are used in the proof of the concurrency theorem in 
Section 5. The 3-Cube PB-Lemma anti the 4-Cube PO-Lemma are valid in any 
category whereas the 3-Cube PO-PI&Lemma and the 3-Cube-Injectivity-Lemma 
are based on the PO-Characterization and the PO-PB-Lemma in [S] which are 
specific for the category Sets of sets and hence also for Graphs and C-Graphs, the 
categories of graphs resp. colored graphs. Nloreover, we will use the well-known fact 
that the composition of PB’s is again a PB. Vice versa the first one is a PB if the 
second one and the composition are PB’s (see [l, p. 491). Dually the composition of 
PO’s is a PO and the second one is a PO if the first and the composition are PO’s. 
PO-Characterization. The commutative diagram (1) in 
is PO if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(0 B~gDisinjectiveuptoA~fB,i.e.forallx,y~Bwithx#yandg(x)=g(y) 
wehavex, yEf(A), . 
(ii) C + D is injective up to A + C, 
(iii) (B +‘D, C +k ) is jointly surjective, i.e. for all y E 
g(x) = y or x E C with k(x) = y, 
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(iv) (1) is a weak PB, i.e. for y EB, z E C Gth g(y) = k(z) there is (at least or-le) 
HA withf(x)=yandh(x)=z. 
Moreover conditions (i)-(iii) are also necessary and (iv) is necessary if f or h is injective. 
h 
Proof. See [S, Theorem 1.21. 
PO-PB-Lemma. If (I) is PO and A + B injective, then (1) is also PB and C + D 
injective in Sets (Graphs or C-Graphs). 
If (1) is PB and C + D injective, then also A + B. 
Proof. See [5]. 
4.1. 3-Cube-Lemma 
Given the following commutative 3-cube in Sets (Graphs or C-Graphs): 
B'--D' 
we have 
3-C&e-PB-Lemma (true for any category). If front and right squares are PB, then the 
left square is PB iff the back square is PB. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of the PB-composition properties mentioned in 
the introduction of Section 4. 
pecial 3-Cu a. If front and left squares are PB, back square PO and 
D + D’ injective, then also the right square is PB. 
Applying the second part of the PO-PB-Lemma twice, we find that B +I? 
en A + A’ are injective. By the first part of the PO-PB-Lemma applied to the 
back square, this square is a P . Since three of the four vertical squares are PB’s, the 
3.Cube-P&Lemma implies that the last right one is a PB. 
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3-C&9PO-P&Lemma. If the sides and top are PB and bottom is PO, then also the 
top is W. 
Proof, We prove PO-Characterization (i) flor the top square. Suppose (B + D)(x) = 
(B -) l,,)(y) with x # y. We need to get x and y from A. Since the front square is a PB 
and PIi’s are subsets of Cartesian products (see remark after Definition 2.2) we have 
(B + B’)(x) # (B + B’)(y). By PO-Characterization (i) for the bottom square, (B + 
B’)(X) = (A’+ B’)(x’) and (B -, B’)(y) = (A’+ B’)(y’) for x’, y ’ in A’. But the left 
squ!;e is a PB, so X, y come from A. Similar reasoning verifies PO-Characterization 
(ii) f$r the top square. For PO-Characterization (iii), consider any y in D. Then 
y"=jI1 D +D’)(y) comes from either B’ or C’ by PO-Characterization (iii) for the 
bot@m square. Assume wolog that y’ = (B’ + D’)(x’). Because the front square is a 
PB,‘?ue get y = (B +D)(x) for x in B with X’ = (8 + B’)(x). Finally, PO-Charac- 
terization (iv) is a direct consequence of the pullback construction in Sets (see remark 
after Definition 2.2). 
3-Cube-Injectivity-Lemma. If left and top squares are PB, front and back PO, 
A’ + B’ and C + D injective, then also C’ + D’ is injective. 
Proof. We need only prove this in Sets. If C’ = 8, then C’ + D’ is injective, so we may 
assume to have q in C’. We will construct D’+ C’ such that C’+ D’+ C’ is the 
identity on C’ which implies injectivity of C’ -+ D’. Let A” = B’ - (A’ + B’)(A’), 
C”=D-(C+D)(C)andA’ + C’, C”+ C’ constant maps with the same value 4 in 
C’. Then we have B’= A'+ A" and D = C + C” such that there are unique B’+ C’ 
and D + C’ determined by A’ + C’+ A” and C + C’+ C”. Since the left and top 
squares are PB it is straightforward to show B -3 D + C’ = B + B’ + C’. Hence, using 
thefrontPO,wp,haveD’~C’withD~C’=D-,D’~C’andB’~C’=B’-*D’~ 
C’. But this implies C’+ D’+ C’ to be the identity on C’ using the uniqueness 
properties of the back PO. 
4.2. 4-Cube-PO-Lemma 
A 4-cube is a cube in 4 dimensions. In our context it is a diagram of the shape given 
in Fig. 11. 
Generalizing the idea that a 3-cube can be represented as a 2-cube (square) inside 
another &cube, the 4-cube in Fig. 11 is represented as an inner 3-cube (without bars) 
inside an outer 3-cube (with bars). Thus we obtain 6 other 3-cubes which - according 
to their position in Fig. 11 - will be called left, right, front, back, top and bottom 
3-cube respectively. In order to obtain a sequential notation for the squares we write 
ABCD or ABCD for the square 
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Fig. 11. A general 4-Cube diagram. 
Note, that the 4-cube contains 24 squares. This set of squares consists of 6 sequences 
of length 4 such that the squares in each sequence are parallel to each other, e.g. ____ 
ABCD, A’B’C’D’, ABCD, &?‘~‘fi’. We use a sequential notation for the 
corresponding ‘hypersquare’ similar to that of squares above. 
Lemma 4.1. Consider the following sequences of parallel squares in Fig. 11: 
and 
ABCD, A’B’C’D’, fGm, &ppfit 
AA’/&@, BB’I%‘, CC’E’, DD’~fi’. 
If the first 3 squares of each sequence are PO then we have for the last squares: 
&?&? is POHDD’~%? is PO. 
Remark. We also can use two other sequences of parallel squares provided that 
the last square of the first sequence has only a O-dimensional intersection with the 
last square of the second sequence. In our example &?‘?D’ intersects DD’Dfi’ 
only in D’. 
Actually we only need that A +A’+- A’ and B + D + C are jointly surjective 
instead of the PO properties of AA’AA’ and ABCD respectively. 
By symmetry it suffices to show that A’B’(?D’ PO implies 
DD’~~‘PO.Given’D’~~and~~~withD~D’~~=D~~-PXwehaveto 
show that there is a unique fit +X with D’+ fit + X = D’+ X and fi + D’+ X = 
D + X. Uniqueness follows from the fact that D ’ + D’ + fi is jointly surjective, which 
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in turn follows by diagram chasing from the fact that B’ + fi’ + c’, I? + I?’ + B’, and 
C’+ c’t c are jointly surjective by PO-Characterization (iii). Hence it remains to 
show the existence of D’+X satisfying the equations above. We want to use the 
given PO-Property of fi’. Hence we need suitable morphisms &X and &+X, 
Using the PO-properties of B’ and (?’ we get these morphisms if we have suitable 
morphisms ,B’ + X, # + X, C’ + X, and c + X. We define these morphisms using our 
given morphisms &)‘+X and D-,X: B’+X=B’-,D’+X, ~-,X=&d-*X, 
C’+ X = C’+ D’+ X, and (? + X = (? + D + X. It remains to show that these 
morphisms are suitable: That means they have to satisfy the preconditions of the 
universal prcoperties for B’ and c’ respectively. For the resulting morphisms @ +X 
and &X we have to show that they satisfy the preconditions of the universal 
properties for 6’. Finally we have to show that the resulting morphism D’ +X 
satisfies our equations above. All these verifications are straightforward using that 
A + A’+ A'., B’+ D’+ C’, and g -*6 c- c are jointly surjective by PO-Charac- 
terization (iii). The details are left for the (very) interested reader. 
5. Proofs for Section 3 
In this section we will give the proofs of Lemma 3.1, and of the Concurrency 
Theorem. For this purpose and for the proof of remark (I) after Definition 3.2 we 
need an additional Lemma 5.1. All the proofs are based on the 3-Cube or 4=Gube- 
PO-Lemma given in Section 4. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Given G + H 3 X via (p, p’) with R constructed as PB the 
front square in the 3-cube below is PO and PB by the PO-PB-Lemma, and left and 







R 1 / - Bl 
82-H 
/ 
Now lconstauct Bio as PE in the right square leading to a unique Ll-) BOO s.t. top and 
iPack squares become commutative and - by the 3-Cube-PB-Lemma - also PB. 
Finally the 3-Cube-PO-PB-Lemma shows that the back square becomes also PO. 
ELence LI-+ B{o + B{ is PO-complement and the right square commutes as required 
in Definition 3.1 (1) and (2) respectively. Dually L2 + BzO + B2 becomes PO- 
complement and square (2) in efi&tion 3.1 (2) commutes while (1) commutes by 
PB-construction of R. 
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Lemma 5.1, The R-concurrentproduction p *Np’ constructed in Definition 3.2 is fast. 
Moreover the double 3-cubes in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 have the following PO and PI3 
properties : 
PO: LiRBioBi, L2RB2oB2, LL&K, LL&&‘in Fig. 8, 
LlBlBioBf, L&K&K*, L~B~B~oB~ in Fig. 9, 
PB: all squares in Fig. 8, 
LLIKoB1, LLlK&B’lo, LLzK&B$, LLZKOBZO inFig. 9. 
Proof. First we show the PO-PB properties: 
Considering the left 3-cube in Fig. 8 we have by Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.2 a 
PO LzRBzoBz and PB’s LLlLzR, KoKBzoBz, L1RKB2 and also L2RB2& by the 
PO-PB-Lemma, because Lz -9 R is injective by the PO-PB-Lemma. Hence by the 
3-Cube-PB-Lemma also the remaining squares LLIKoK and LL2KoBz0 become 
PB. Now the 3-Cube-PO-Lemma shows that LLlKoK is PO. Dually in the right 
3-cube all squares are PB and LlRBioB\, LLzKbK’ are PO. 
In Fig. 9 we have the PO’s by construction and the PB’s LL1 K LB ‘lo, LL~KOBZO are 
those from Fig. 8. The squares LLlKoBl and LLzKbB$ are the PB’s LLlK& and 
LL2KbK’ from Fig. 8, extended by the injective morphisms K + I31 and K’+ Bi 
respectively, and hence also PB’s. 
Now we show that the R-concurrent production p *up’ is fast. We apply the 
3-Cube-Injectivity-Lemma to the following 3-cube to show K* + B? injective: 
The PO-PB properties are shown above and injectivity of &+ B1 = KO+ K + B1 
and Kb + BiOfollows from the PO-PB-Lemma using the PB’s in Fig. 8 and 
injectivity of K + B1 and K’ + Bi. By duality also K* + Bz becomes injective. 
Proof of the Concurrency heorem. The proof consists of the following three steps: 
Step I : Given G =+ H +X via (p, p’) construct G + X via p*(construction of 
4-cubes for H, G and X). 
Step 2 : Given G %+ X via p* construct G 3 H + X via ( p, p’) (reconstruction of 
the same 4-cubes for H, G and PC). 
Step 3: Bijective correspondence of Steps 1 and 2. 
For all three steps we have given the double 3-cubes in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 together 
with their PO-PB properties in Lemma 5.1. 
Step 1: Given the R-related sequence G 3 H 3 X via ( p, p’) we have (l)-(3) of 
Definition 3.1 and the following sequence of PO’s: 
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G'D-H-'--X 
Step 1.1 (Construction of 4-cube H in Fig. 12): The double 3-cube of Fig. 8 
becomes left and inner 3-cube in Fig. 12. We also have the squares KBZDH, 
K’BiD’H and (l)-(3) of Definition 3.1 such that the front 3-cube in Fig. 12 
commutes except the top square. 
B , -H 
Fig. 12. 4-cube H. 
But this commutes by injectivity of D + H which (by the PO-PB-Lemma) is a 
consequence of K + B2 injective. Dually the bottom 3-cube commutes. Next we 
construct Do as PB in DoDD’H s.t. there are unique Kb + Do and Ko+ DO making 
right and outer 3-cube commutative respectively. Hence 4-cube H commutes. Next 
we will show the PO-PB properties of 4-cube H extending those given in Lemma 5.1 l
By assumption KB2DH and K’B(PH are PO with injective K + B3 and K’+ B’1 
and kencc aIso PB by the PO-PB-Lemma. By construction we have PB D,oO’H. 
But also Bz0B2D’H and dually B#B\H become PB by application of the Special 
%Cube-PB-Lemma to the bottom 3-cube (taking K’B;D’H as front) and dually to 
the front 3-cube in Fig. 12, usir !g that D’+ H and D 3 H are injective by the 
PO-PB-Lemma. Now the 3-Cube-PB-Lemma applied twice to the outer 3-cube 
shows that KoKDoD and KoBzODoD’ are PB’s. Dually KhK’DoY)’ and KAB!oDoD 
in the right 3-cube become PB’s. Including Lemma 5.1 we have shown that all 
squares of 4-cube E? are PB except the parallel sequence 
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Finally the 3-Cube*-PO-PB-Lemma pplied to +he outer and right 3-cube shows that 
&BzoDoD and K”bB’loDoD are PO. 
Hence we have the following two parallel sequences of PO’s 
LL&Jc’, LIRB~&, KoBzoDoD’, KB2DH, 
LWWK L2R&o&, K~B~o~oQ K’B’1D’H. 
Steg 1.2 (Construction of 4-cube G in Pig. 13): Based on 4-cube H and the left 
3-cube in Definition 3.2, Step 2 we will construct a 4-cube G in Fig. 13. Actually the 
top 3-cube in 4-cube H and the left 3-cube in Definition 3.2, Step 2 becomes back 
and top 3-cube in 4-cube 6. Moreover we have already the PO KDBIG by 
assumption. Using the PO-properties of K * and B? we obtain unique K * + Do and 
BT + G such that left and right 3-cube in Fig. 13 become commutative. Finally, 
defining Do+ G = DO+ D + G Aso front and bottom 3-cube commutes. In order to 
show that the square K*DoBTG is PO we apply the 4-Cube-PO-Lemma to 4-cube 
G, where the squares KDBIG, LlBioBIBT, LK&bK* are PO by construction, 
KoKoDoDo and KoKoBIBl trivial PO’s, and LLIKOK, KhBioDoD were shown to be 
PO’s above in the 4-cube H. 
Hence, we have the PO K*BfDoG and dually -via a 4-cube X- we obtain a PO 
K*BFD& with Do+ G = Do+ D’+ G. But by construction of Do as PB we have 
Do+D+G=Do+D’+Gsuchthat 
defines the desired direct concurrent derivation G ==% X 
Step 2: Given a direct derivation G & X via the R-concurrent production p* we 
start with the two PO’s K*DoBTG and K*DoBzX. We will reconstruct he 4-cubes 
G, X and H to obtain an R-related sequence G 1 H *X via (p, p’). P’v the 
reconstruction of the 4-cubes we can use the same figures, where all squares not 
containing Do, D, D’, G, X, H remain the same, because they only depend on 
Definition 3.1(l) and Definition 3.2 so that they are independent of the spBecia1 
derivation sequences. 
Step 2.1 (Reconstruction of 4-cube G in Fig. 13): We already have top and 
inner 3-cube in Fig. 13 (which are sequence independent) and by assumption 
the PO K*BTDoG. Now let D be PO in K~B~oDoD such th:at there is a 
unique D + G making the outer 3-cube commutative. Since K is P0 in LL 1 KoK 
we have a unique K + D making the back 3-cube commutat&. Finally, defining 
B1+G = B1+B;k +G and using that (K. + K, L1 + K) is jointly surjective by 
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Fig. 13. 4-cube G. 
PO-property of K, also front and bottom 3-cube and hence the whole 4-cube G 
commutes. 
To apply the 4-cube-PO-Lemma we consider the following sequences of parallel 
squares: 
and 
LLlKOK KoB1&Bl, JG&dW% K*B:D,,G 
LK&K*, KoDoKoDo, LIB~BIB?, KBIDG, 
where the first 3 of each sequence and K*BFDoG are PO such that also KBlDG 
becomes PO. 
By a dual reconstruction of 4-cube X we obtain from PO K*BfDoX the PO 
K’BiD’X, where the square LKoKbDo is the same as in 4-cube G and D’ 
constructed as PO in KoBzoDoD’. 
Step 2.2 (Reconstruction of 4-cube H in Fig. 12): We already have left and inner 
3-cube in Fig. 12 which are sequence independent. Moreover we have by Step 2.1 the 
top and back 3-cube of Fig. 12 which is back IQ-cube of G and X respectively. Now let 
H be PO in KBtDH. Since Bi is PO in LIRBioB\ by Definition 3.1 and D’ PO in 
KoBzoDtD’ by Step 2.1 we have unique B; + H and D’+ H such that front and 
outer 3-cube in Fig. 12 commute respectively. To show commutativity of 4-cube H it 
remains to show that the square K’BiD’H commutes. But this follows from 
(Lz+ K’, K& + K’) jointly surjective by PO-property of I<‘. Moreover, K’BiD’H 
becomes PO by the 4-Cube-PO-Lemma with respect to the following sequences: 
LL2K;K’, Ld?B’loB;, KoBzoDoD’, KB2DH, 
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because all the squares except K’BiD’H are PO already by Step 1.1, 2.1 and 2.2 
respectively. 
Summarizing Step 2.1 and 2.2 we have obtained the PO’s 
KBlDG, KBzDH, K’BiD’H and K’B;D’X constituting the desired R-related 
sequence G 4 H P’ X because (l)-(3) of Definition 3.1 are commutative by 
Step 2.2. 
Step 3: We will show that the composite constructions Step 1; Step 2 and Step 2; 
Step 1 are both identities. It suffices to show that the 4-cubes G, H, X constructed 
in Step 1 (resp. Step 2) are the same as those reconstructed in Step 2 (resp. Step 1). 
Step 1; Step 2: The only explicit constructions we made in Step 2.1 were to define 
D as PO in Kk B\oDoD and Bp G = B1 +BF + G, which are also properties of 
4-cube G in Step 1.2. All otlers were universally and hence uniquely defined 
completions of 4-cube G. Hence we have reconstructed the same 4-cube G and 
dually the same 4-cube X. The only explicit construction in Step 2.2 was to define H 
as PO in KBzDH which is also true for 4-cube H in Step 1.2. Hence both 4-cubes H 
are the same. 
Step 2; Srep I : The only explicit construction in Step 1.1 was to define Do as PB in 
DODD’H which is also true in 4-cube H constructed in Step 2.2 by the Special-3- 
Cube-PB-Lemma applied to the outer 3-cube of H. Hence we obtain the same 
4-cube H. Finally in Step 1.2 the only explicit construction is Do + G = Do + D + G 
which is also necessary for commutativity. 
6. Summary and further development 
Studying parallelism and concurrency of graph derivations we have presented two 
main results where the first is a special case of the second: The Parallelism and the 
Concurrency Theorem. Roughly speaking the Parallelism Theorem states the 
following: Each sequentially independent sequence G + H =+ X via ( pg p’) can be 
performed in a single step G + X via the parallel production p + p’, and vice versa. 
Earlier and related versions of this result are given in [9,17]. The most important 
assumption in all these theorems is that the sequence is independent such that p and 
p’ can be applied in arbitrary order or in parallel. 
In the present paper the assumption ‘independent’ is dropped: We obtain a 
concurrency result taking into account dependency relations between the appli- 
cations of p and p’. Such a dependency relation R is a pair of morphisms B2 + R + Bi 
connecting the left part BZ of p and the right part Bi of p’ satisfying some technical 
conditions. A derivation sequence G + H + X via (p, p’) compatible with R is 
called ‘R-related’. On the other hand we are able to construct a ‘R-concurrent 
production’ p *R p’ from p, p’ and R. Based on the notions ‘R-related sequences’ 
(Definition 3.1) and ‘R-concurrent production’ (Definition 3.2) we are able to give a 
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precise formulation of the Concurrency Theorem: There is a bijective cor- 
respondence between R-related sequences G + H + X via (p, p’) and direct 
derivations G + X via p* using the R-concurrent production p* = p *R p’. 
This result can be iterated such that each n-ary derivation sequence can be 
reduced to a single direct derivation using an iterated concurrent production (see 
Corollary 3.2). An interesting implementation aspect of this result is that those 
manipulations which are defined as a sequence of derivations -which is very common 
in practice - can be implemented as a single derivation. Actually we can construct he 
R-concurrent production in advance iff all the dependence relations between the 
productions are known. 
Corollary 3.3 gives sufficient conditions to imply the strong Church-Rosser 
property provided that we have the weak Church-Rosser property for graph 
derivations. 
The main idea of the proof of the Concurrency Theorem is to apply the 4=Cube- 
PO-Lemma repeatedly. The proof, however, in the present version is restricted to 
fast and colorpreserving raph productions. The injectivity of the graph morphisms 
in the productions is essentially used in the proof but the restriction to colorpreserv- 
ing productions may be removed. A separate treatment of the colors, however, 
similar to the proof of the strong Church-Rosser property in [9], will be very tedious. 
A more elegant way should be the use of structures as proposed in [7, 191. 
Technically this means a change from the category C-Graphs to the category Struct 
of structures and structure preserving morphisms. 
Another interesting topic for further development is the problem of decom- 
position of productions p* into productions p, p’ and a relation R such that p* 
becomes the R-tzoncurrent production of p and p’. First results concerning this 
problem are given in [12]. Rut it is still open how to find all decompositions for the 
case of noninjective relations and to characterize atomic (i.e. nondecomposable 
except rivial cases) productions. An important application would be the problem to 
find all possible decompositions of manipulation rules into atomic manipulation rules 
of a data base system. 
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